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The Digit Skinnable Clock for Windows XP is a fully customizable digital desktop timepiece. It gives
you control over the background image, this can be a bitmap or Jpeg of any Dimension and supports

freeform shapes by utilising'magic pink' transparency. The display can be changed to any font you have
on your system and repositioned on the clock-face using simple controls in the configuration panel (with
no need to manually edit the ini-file). Also in the configuration panel you can set the transparency (alpha-

blending) level of the clock (the clock will automatically fade in on mouse over) down to 10%. Many
other features can be set in the configuration panel including the'stay on top' and'snap to the screen'

options. This clock is 100% hardware accelerated from 'v1.0.01' to 'v2.1.25' rendering. The previous
version (2.0) required you to manually edit the ini-file for each configuration change. Version 2.1.25 has
been re-written with 1) a much improved management panel 2) theme support 3) automation for the ini-

file 4) removal of code bloat 5) improved audio and 6) many other little goodies. If the ini file format
has changed you can also now make the ini file automated using an installer. Using the latest released
version of the software you will be able to load any of the 'official' skins found on the'skin' page. The
skins can be purchased as an individual or as a pack. The skins come with built-in images pre-filled in
the ini file so you don't have to know where the images are. The skins work as follows: The 'installer' is

the same as any previous versions 'icon' files. 1) Load the 'installer' into the application. 2) Configure the
clock to show the'scene' background image. 3) The 'installer' will then launch the'skins' executable which
will create the'skins' folder within the skin folder and will download and update the skins. 4) The'skins'

will be copied to your desktop into the'skins' folder. 5) Restart the application. *NOTE* There are three
large sized images with the skins. This is done so that you can instantly see the results of your
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Features: - Clock faces are resizable in Dimension (any dimension): 128x128, 128x240, 240x160,
320x160, 480x160, 640x160, 960x160, 1280x160, 1920x160. Clock faces are also resizable in pixels

(less than or equal to 16000) - Clock faces can be totally transparent and you can even adjust the
transparency to an Alpha-Blending: 0, 10, 30, 50, 100, 200. Clock faces are transparent over ANY shape
and you can have almost no 'pixels' showing through. - Clock faces have an adjustable'snap to the screen'
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option and you can position the clock face wherever on your desktop you want - Clock faces can have
any font you want on your system - Clock faces can be edge-rounded using any image from your

desktop, we will use'magic pink' transparency on the edges to give the clock a rounded edge. Magic Pink
transparency is a Pixel transparency value ranging from 0 to 100 (the full colour) - Clock faces can be

free-form shapes using magic pink transparency, the clock will fade in from the edge of the clock face -
Clock faces can be eliminated by clicking on any part of the clock face - You can disable or enable the
position of the clock face in the configuration panel - Clock faces can be resized by using the standard

Win-Resize control (X, Y, Width, Height) - Clock faces can be snapped to the screen by clicking on any
part of the clock face while the clock is on top (you can adjust the amount of snap in the configuration

panel) - Clock faces can be moved by using the standard Win-Move control (X, Y, Width, Height) -
Clock faces can be repositioned anywhere on the desktop by using the standard Win-Move control (X,

Y, Width, Height) - Clock faces can be changed to any font (as long as you have the font on your
system) - Clock faces can have any transparency - Clock faces can be of any size (you can choose to

shrink or enlarge the clock face) - Clock faces can be edge-rounded - Clock faces can be freely
resized/edited using the standard Windows Graphic editing tools - Clock faces are NOT locked to the

screen or the desktop when using the standard Windows Graphic editor tools - You can set any
parameter that you can set in the configuration panel in the 'config. 6a5afdab4c
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-The Digit Skinnable Clock (DSC) is a clock widget that provides a native digital clock interface to
Windows XP -The clock is highly customisable. The clock background can be changed to any Windows
background and settings made to change the font, position, and transparency of the clock -You can set
the clock to stay on top of your desktop using the "snap to desktop" option -You can also set the clock to
snap to the screen left-right (although there are limitations) -Digit Skinnable Clock also comes with an
ini-file that can be used to manually configure the clock -Digit Skinnable Clock is free to use under both
Windows and Mac -If you have any comments, ideas or enhancements then please let us know by
sending us an email The Digit Skinnable Clock for Windows XP is a fully customizable digital desktop
timepiece. It gives you control over the background image, this can be a bitmap or Jpeg of any
Dimension and supports freeform shapes by utilising'magic pink' transparency. The display can be
changed to any font you have on your system and repositioned on the clock-face using simple controls in
the configuration panel (with no need to manually edit the ini-file). Also in the configuration panel you
can set the transparency (alpha-blending) level of the clock (the clock will automatically fade in on
mouse over) down to 10%. Many other features can be set in the configuration panel including the'stay
on top' and'snap to the screen' options. Digit Skinnable Clock Description: -The Digit Skinnable Clock
(DSC) is a clock widget that provides a native digital clock interface to Windows XP -The clock is
highly customisable. The clock background can be changed to any Windows background and settings
made to change the font, position, and transparency of the clock -You can set the clock to stay on top of
your desktop using the "snap to desktop" option -You can also set the clock to snap to the screen left-
right (although there are limitations) -Digit Skinnable Clock also comes with an ini-file that can be used
to manually configure the clock -Digit Skinnable Clock is free to use under both Windows and Mac -If
you have any comments, ideas or enhancements then please let us know by sending us an email The

What's New In Digit Skinnable Clock?

The Digit Skinnable Clock is not just a pretty clock, it is full of features which give you control over
your desktop. * No need to edit any configuration files (ini-file) * No special installation. The Digit
Skinnable Clock will install quickly and uninstalls cleanly * The clock will update itself each time it is
started. * Many possible clock faces (digital clock, alphanumeric clock) in the same configuration panel
* Many possible backgrounds (bitmaps, Jpeg files) in the same configuration panel * The clock can be
repositioned on the desktop using the mouse, it will stay on the desktop no matter where you move the
mouse (like a window) * The clock will start in the foreground, fade in on the desktop and fade out
when the mouse is moved away from the clock. * "Name" of the clock is the name of the image used by
the clock, which is stored in the ini-file. "TheDigit Skinnable Clock" is the name used for this version. *
Clock can be minimized to tray * Supports "snap to the screen" option which will fit the clock to your
desktop. * Several system bells can be used for notifications which are used when the clock is started. *
Clock can be hidden (not displayed). * "Stay on top" can be set to "Always on top" or "At mouse-over".
"Stay on top" means that the clock will stay above all other windows on your desktop. "At mouse-over"
means the clock will remain on top of all windows when the mouse is hovered over it. "Always on top"
means the clock will stay on top of all other windows, even when your desktop is minimized. "At mouse-
over" will only work for the "Always on top" mode. When clicking in the main panel of the
configuration the "stay on top" settings will be saved and used on the next start of the application. *
Many clock faces available * Supports multiple clock faces in one configuration * Clock fonts can be
changed with the standard windows font browser * Clock can display either the desktop time or time in
UTC * Clock can display 12 hours clock or 24 hour clock * Clock can display up to a 6 digit timer with
a "tick mark" for each digit, or can be reduced to 2 digits * Clock can be set to display the time in either
24 hours
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System Requirements For Digit Skinnable Clock:

Intel® Core™ i3 Processor 2 GB RAM 1536 MB DirectX® DirectX 9.0c compatible video card 20 GB
free hard drive space Click on the image above for a bigger version! Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. and
King Digital Entertainment plc, the makers of Defense of the Ancients and StarCraft II®, hereby inform
players that a spyware is being installed on the computers of the players of both Defense of the Ancients
and StarCraft II by downloading and executing a file known as “.netgen”. This spyware can
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